
The 

1% Case 
Method
▪ Learn the most effective 

approach to consulting interviews 

▪ Gain case interview & personal fit 
mastery 

▪ Apply intuitive problem-solving 
and storytelling techniques

▪ Become a brilliant consultant, 
not just another case interviewee

▪ Leverage your skills for all 
consulting firms and careers



Your Success
"Coaching is unlocking a person's potential to maximize their own 
performance. It's helping them to learn rather than teaching 
them." - Timothy Gallwey1



"Help me to help you to make you successful." These were the words of a McKinsey partner 

on my first engagement when we grabbed a coffee together. It struck me as an elegant approach 

to business and life in general, highlighting how mutual collaboration and support can achieve the 

highest outcomes for everyone involved.

This attitude has stuck with me during my work at McKinsey and beyond. It was my north star for 

creating StrategyCase.com, a platform dedicated to providing comprehensive preparation 

materials for prospective consultants. We’ve reached over a million consulting applicants and new 

hires and helped them pursue their goals. On top of that, I've expanded my coaching presence to 

directly guide hundreds of candidates on their way to their dream consulting careers. I strive to 

help you get the job and then thrive in your role through personalized, tailored mentorship and 

coaching sessions.

My philosophy and mission



Highest success and offer rate across platforms since I started my 

coaching and mentoring consulting applicants and new hires
Your Success

Highest number of meetings and 5-star ratings of any coach over the 

last 3 years on different platforms for individual sessions and packages
Your Trust

Most comprehensive end-to-end preparation and mentoring for all 

consulting firms with resume & cover letter screening, networking and 

referral help, case preparation videos, courses, practice cases, and drills, 

and much more (on top of the case and fit interview coaching sessions)

Your 
Mentoring

4 reasons to support YOUR success!
References at the end of the document

Other 
Coaches’ 

Trust

You don’t need to look far to see other coaches who have bought my 

whole product range and use my approach and feedback sheet for 

the benefit of their clients



Sample of 500+ offers



Sample of 500+ offers



Program Outline
"Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me 
and I learn." - Benjamin Franklin2



The Problem

Solving 

Game

Creating performance 
spikes and finetuning

Continuous support on 
your consulting journey

Initial diagnostic, 
teaching of my method  Offer

Introduction and 
goal setting

10 to 20 minutes

Baseline evaluation and 
detailed feedback (1 session)

Tailored to your goals:

▪ Double-length case, or 3 PEI 
stories/fit, or full mock 
interview

▪ Detailed debrief with 
delivery of my case method 
and/or fit storytelling secrets

▪ Real case and fit and 
evaluation metrics

▪ Tailored preparation plan

▪ Introduction to learning 
materials and homework

▪ Link to my client network

▪ Q&A

In this session, you get all you 
need to move forward on your 
own.

Focused work to make you 
offer-ready (4 sessions)

▪ Mutual 
introduction

▪ Reflection on 
case and fit 
interview skills

▪ Discussion on 
learning and 
firm goals, 
timelines, etc.

▪ Intro to my 
approach and 
mentorship

▪ Q&A

▪ Set date for 
first session 
and a flexible 
outline for the 
whole program

30-40 minutes (case) + 40-50 
minutes (feedback & learning)

I support you in each of your 
challenges (for instance):

▪ Practice questions you may might 
face

▪ Application questions (e.g., resume 
or cover letter screening)

▪ Networking and referrals

▪ Negotiating and deciding on offers

▪ Career planning

▪ Surviving your first months on the 
job

▪ Building a sustainable consulting 
career

You get my personal phone number 
and email address for direct access and 
ad-hoc support

Lifelong mentorship, care, and 
career coaching

We work on building on your 
strengths and lifting your 
weaknesses:

▪ Realistic and authentic cases

▪ Real McK PEI interviews

▪ General fit interviews

▪ Targeted drills, brainteasers, 
market sizing exercises

▪ Every case problem you 
encounter, I have a solution 
for

Every session ends with:

▪ Detailed feedback

▪ Homework

▪ Adjustments to the prep plan

▪ Q&A

60 to 90 minutes Availability: Always

Screening call
(free)

All is tailored to your goals and timeline



Benefit from my unique, intuitive and 
effective approach to case interviews

1600+ 
sessions* 
conducted 
via

▪ PrepLounge

▪ StrategyCase.com

▪ MConsultingPrep

▪ University 
lectures

▪ Other platforms

Total offers MBB offers McKinsey offers

500+ 300+ 170+

*on average 3.5 sessions per client, 80+% exclusive MBB success rate, offer rate higher for full program candidates



I help you tackle interviews like a consultant

▪ The habits and methods I teach work on improving your metacognitive case skills (what to do at 
each point during the case), your problem-solving skills (how to go about the problem and each 
individual question that relates to it), and your communication (how to bring your answers across most 
effectively).

▪ You learn how to think and communicate like a real consultant and not rely on pre-learned 
frameworks that would only hurt your performance in the real case

▪ You focus on an intuitive and replicable approach and effective problem-solving and idea-
generation strategies for both candidate-led and interviewer-led cases. First principles thinking 
and a hypothesis-driven mind are at the core of my approach.

▪ You gain insights to tackle every case and question type successfully, regardless of the context, 
industry, or functional expertise.

▪ You benefit from impactful problem-solving techniques to come up with creative answers 
for structure and brainstorming questions, interpret charts the right way (including the 
typically hidden insights), and succeed in the quantitative section of the case.

▪ For the Personal Experience Interview and fit interviews in general, we draft and practice stories 
and answers together to make sure that you hit all the important boxes for the interviewers 
and communicate them in the most effective and impactful way. Your stories will be focused and 
polished without sounding rehearsed or overly crafted.

How it 
started

▪ I developed my surgical approach (as one of my clients phrased it) in a similar way as consultants 
approach any other problem: I took the concept of a case interview and disaggregated it into its 
parts. I crafted an approach and techniques to work on each section and each skill individually, 
then put it back together into an effective end-to-end problem-solving method.

How it 
ensures 
success



You receive 3-9 Excel sheets of verbal and  
written feedback after EVERY session 
(based on real MBB evaluation criteria and my 1% Case Method)



You get the highest-quality practice materials 
besides coaching – WORTH $1758 individually  

Resume and cover letter guides 
with ready-to-use templates + 
personal document screening

Guides, videos, and sample tests for all common consulting 
recruitment and aptitude tests

Case and fit interview video preparation programs, courses, drills and 
practice cases, cheat sheets and overviews for 27 industries

Courses and drills for creativity assessments such 
as brainteasers and market sizing



You get access to my current coaching 
network of equally motivated candidates

▪ How you use your time after our 
sessions is equally important to the 
time, we spend during the sessions.

▪ I want to make sure that you use your 
practice time most effectively, spending 
time only on the most important 
items using high-quality 
materials and practicing only with 
other qualified and tested candidates.

▪ After the first session, you receive a 
detailed and tailored preparation plan, 
practice materials, and introductions 
to my client network.

Average high-quality practice partners: 14



This program is not for everyone

I believe in radical honesty, both before and during our sessions. Hence, I want to clarify 

that achieving success in this program may be more challenging if you:

▪ View our sessions as the only time you need to invest: The most successful candidates 

dedicate time in-between sessions to work on their homework, my curated drills and exercises, 

and to practice with my client network. I provide all the guidance you need, but the journey is 

yours to embark on.

▪ Neglect to follow the recommendations and action items after each session: Extra 

effort is necessary to develop your weaknesses. The onus is on you to dedicate the required 

time to act on my advice and elevate your areas of improvement.

The vast majority who committed to the program, worked hard, and followed my advice have 

received the offers they deserved. We can influence almost all most variables of success on your 

journey, and I am committed to doing my best to ensure you succeed.



Questions? Do not hesitate to reach out!

▪ I am aware that case coaching is a 
significant investment, not just in a 
monetary sense but also that you entrust me 
with guiding you into your dream career, 
something that is much more valuable than the 
short-term cost of the program.

▪ Consequently, please reach out if you have 
any questions (also if we already had our 
introduction call).

▪ You can reach me at directly here at 
PrepLounge via the DM function

?



My background
"True expertise in any field is a years-long endeavor. History 
shows that people who are truly excellent at what they do […] 
have devoted huge amounts of time to developing their skills." - 
Malcolm Gladwell3



Long standing 
industry 
expertise

10+ years in the top-tier consulting space

▪ 5 years with McKinsey & Company

▪ Intern with Kearney

▪ Founder of StrategyCase.com

▪ Independent advisor and venture capitalist

Creator and 
author of 

bestselling 
case 

preparation 
products

In-depth 
coaching 

experience & 
proven 
success

Tens of thousands MBB preparation products sold

▪ McKinsey Interview Video Academy

▪ First global McKinsey Solve Game Guide

▪ First global BCG Casey Guide

▪ Consulting Math Mastery Course, Structure Drills, Chart 
Drills, Industry Overviews, etc.

▪ Author of The 1%: Conquer Your Consulting Case 
Interview and Consulting Career Secrets

More than 1,600 interviews conducted since 2020

▪ 1000+ meetings on PrepLounge.com since 2021

▪ 600+ meetings on StrategyCase.com, at universities, 
and on other platforms

▪ Generated 500+ consulting offers for McKinsey, 
Bain, BCG, tier-2, Big 4, boutique, and in-house 
consulting offers

Reached more than 1 million consulting applicants and 
new hires through Strategycase.com

Leverage my 10 years of experience



Join the top 1% that breaks into top consulting firms

On top of that, it comes packed with other high-value content such as:

▪ Techniques to structure any case and brainstorm about any topic in a deep and insightful manner
▪ Approaches, shortcuts, and tricks for chart interpretation and case interview math
▪ The most common case interview charts and math problems
▪ The meaning and application of hypothesis-driven thinking and synthesizing in a case interview
▪ The practice of delivering strong recommendations
▪ The right communication strategies and phrases for every stage of the case
▪ Instructions on how to move through a candidate-led case vs. an interviewer-led case
▪ Tips to avoid or recover from mistakes and move on if you get stuck
▪ Detailed information on case interview scoring and evaluation you have never seen before
▪ Mastering the differences between first-round interviews and partner-round interviews
▪ Acing written case interviews and unusual case formats
▪ Consideration of differences between interns, full-time hires, and professional hires
▪ Pre-drafted answers to all fit interview questions you have to expect at top-tier firms
▪ Personal storytelling using the SCORE framework developed by the author
▪ Tricks to create rapport with interviewers and how to deal with stress interviews
▪ The right questions to ask at the end of the interview
▪ Effective preparation plans and exercises for different time spans
▪ Important business concepts and tools you need to know for case interviews
▪ Mindset hacks and habits to perform at your best
▪ Specific deep dives on the McKinsey Interview specifics
▪ And even details such as what to wear on the day of the interview

99% of case interview applicants fail, yet all rely on the same faulty guides and memorized frameworks from 20 
years ago. You will learn how to achieve case interview mastery, how to master the fit interview, and everything else you 
need to finally get the offer. The book combines an effective step-by-step methodology to tackle case interviews and each 
individual element with modern problem-solving strategies and consulting-like communication and behavioral approaches.





Learn how to thrive in your consulting career

▪ The Management Consulting Universe: Get the complete overview of the 
industry, what benefits and downsides to expect, the types of firms you'll work 
for, and the opportunities awaiting you.

▪ Negotiating with Confidence: Learn the tricks to select and negotiate the 
best offer tailored to your career goals.

▪ First-Day Confidence: Benefit from the preparation advice to hit the ground 
running from day one, getting a head start in your firm.

▪ Accelerate and Thrive: Discover strategies not just to survive but shine in 
the first few weeks, adapting to the fast-paced consulting lifestyle.

▪ Become a Data Wizard and Storyteller: Master the essentials of data 
analysis with Excel and visual storytelling with PowerPoint.

▪ The Six-Month Survival Guide: Gain actionable strategies to navigate your 
first six months, a critical period that sets the stage for your career trajectory.

▪ The World-Class Consultant Blueprint: Develop the correct skill set and 
cultivate a robust profile to propel you toward an early promotion.

▪ Long-Term Success Secrets: Uncover ways to turn consulting into a 
sustainable, fulfilling career without burning out.

▪ Graceful Goodbyes: Plan and execute your professional exit elegantly, 
securing your firm's support and attracting a flurry of new job offers.

▪ Interns to Rock Stars: Learn the tactics for consulting interns to impress 
and secure a full-time return offer.

Crafted from a decade of hands-on experience in top-tier firms and mentorship of thousands of aspiring consultants and 

new hires, this book is your secret weapon. It empowers you with the tools, tips, and strategies needed not just to kickstart 

but skyrocket your consulting career with all firms.



https://www.preplounge.com/en/profile.php?id=337437

https://youtu.be/pZ8V6A1U-RM

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-florian-smeritschnig-b5b9661a/

Socials and reviews

Appearances in media

LinkedIn

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BSJ9W9KL

Books

https://youtu.be/Y7bQmrN9438

The Performance Podcast

The Consulting Podcast

Interview with the London School of Economics

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/management/2023/04/27/alumni-
interview-dr-florian-smeritschnig-cems/

https://strategycase.com/florian-coaching/

StrategyCase.com

PrepLounge

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C9K6MBJF

https://www.semafor.com/article/02/16/2023/the-rich-are-
getting-poorer

Interview on the consulting hiring slowdown

https://cems.org/students-alumni/alumni-network/alumni-
interviews/florian-smeritschnig

Humans of CEMS

https://www.preplounge.com/en/profile.php?id=337437
https://youtu.be/pZ8V6A1U-RM
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-florian-smeritschnig-b5b9661a/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BSJ9W9KL
https://youtu.be/Y7bQmrN9438
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/management/2023/04/27/alumni-interview-dr-florian-smeritschnig-cems/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/management/2023/04/27/alumni-interview-dr-florian-smeritschnig-cems/
https://strategycase.com/florian-coaching/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C9K6MBJF
https://www.semafor.com/article/02/16/2023/the-rich-are-getting-poorer
https://www.semafor.com/article/02/16/2023/the-rich-are-getting-poorer
https://cems.org/students-alumni/alumni-network/alumni-interviews/florian-smeritschnig
https://cems.org/students-alumni/alumni-network/alumni-interviews/florian-smeritschnig


Testimonials and Reviews
"Nothing speaks more of success than a roster of clients who 
have found their potential, reached their goals, and are happily 
thriving. Their victory is our shared joy." - John C. Maxwell4



Have a look at some of 
my clients’ offers over the last 3 years







McKinsey

McKinsey

Boutique

BCG

L.E.K.



McKinsey
Top 3 Pharma In-
House Consulting Boutique



McKinsey

L.E.K. Capital One

McKinsey

McKinsey

McKinsey



L.E.K.

McKinsey

McKinsey

Bain



Bain

McKinsey

McKinseyBain

McKinsey



Roland Berger

McKinsey

Kearney

Delivery Associates



McKinsey Bain

Big 4

Oliver Wyman

confidential



2x Boutique

McKinsey

Monitor Deloitte



McKinsey

McKinsey

BCG

BCG McKinsey
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McKinsey

BCG

McKinsey
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strategy&

Accenture
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McKinsey
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McKinsey
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McKinsey

McKinsey



McKinsey

McKinsey

BCG Bain







StrategyCase.com

© 2023, All Rights Reserved

For more information on consulting 
recruiting, applications, and case 
interviews, visit StrategyCase.com, 
the #1 source that helps you break 
into and succeed in top-tier 
management consulting.
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